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Chapter 1

On Lieb-Robinson Bounds for the Double Bracket Flow

Matthew B. Hastings

Abstract. We consider the possibility of developing a Lieb-Robinson bound for the double

bracket flow[3, 4]. This is a differential equation

m�� (�) = [[+, � (�)], � (�)]

which may be used to diagonalize Hamiltonians. Here, + is fixed and � (0) = �. We argue (but

do not prove) that � (�) need not converge to a limit for nonzero real � in the infinite volume

limit, even assuming several conditions on � (0). However, we prove Lieb-Robinson bounds for

all � for the double-bracket flow for free fermion systems, but the range increases exponentially

with the control parameter �.

1.1 Some Cases Where Lieb-Robinson Bounds Can and Cannot be

Proven

Lieb-Robinson bounds describe how an operator “spreads out" over space while under-

going the Heisenberg equation of motion:

mC$ (C) = 8 [�,$ (C)].

for some Hamiltonian � on some quantum lattice system. Crucially, one can bound

this spread in a way that is uniform in the size of the system if � obeys suitable locality

properties, so that the spread depends only on the strength and range of terms in �.

Indeed, while the first proof[10] also depended on the local Hilbert space dimension,

later it was possible to derive bounds uniform in this dimension, as in [7].

For local Hamiltonians, the spread is at most linear in time, governed by a Lieb-

Robinson velocity. However, for more general Hamiltonians with polynomially-decaying

long-range interactions, one can derive in some cases a weaker result[5,6,8,11] where

the spread is superlinear in time, but one can still find bounds uniform in system size.

However, all these proofs use crucially the fact that the evolution considered is

unitary. If we instead consider an imaginary time version of the Heisenberg equation:

mg$ (g) = [�,$],
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then it is not possible to derive bounds uniform in system size valid for long times.

Indeed, a finite-time singularity may occur in the limit of infinite system size[2]. The

trouble is that for a system of volume + , an operator $ may have matrix elements

between eigenstates whose energy differs by an amount of order+ , and the imaginary

time evolution causes these matrix elements to grow exponentially in g. It is however

possible to prove bounds for imaginary time evolution in the case of one-dimensional

systems[1, 2]. Also, for local Hamiltonians in arbitrary dimensions, one may use a

series expansion[2] to prove locality bounds which are valid for$ (1) time, where here

$ (1) means a constant, independent of system size, but depending on microscopic

parameters of the Hamiltonian.

Another case where bounds for imaginary time evolution can be proven is for free

fermions. Suppose each site 8 has one Majorana operator W8 , with Majorana operators

obeying canonical anticommutation relations, with

� =

∑

8, 9

W8ℎ8 9W 9 ,

where ℎ is some anti-symmetric anti-Hermitian matrix. Suppose that there is some

pseudometric dist(8, 9 ) between sites, and suppose ℎ8 9 = 0 for dist(8, 9 ) > ' for some

range ' and ‖ℎ‖ ≤ � where ‖ . . . ‖ denotes the operator norm. We have

W 9 (g) = W 9 + 2g
∑

:

ℎ: 9W: +
∑

;,:

(2g)2

2!
ℎ;:ℎ: 9W; + . . .

The <-th term in this series is a linear combination of Majorana operators, with the

coefficients having ℓ2 norm bounded by (g�)</<! and hence the <-th term has oper-

ator norm bounded also by (g�)</<!. For < ≫ g�, this is exponentially small in <,

and hence up to exponentially small error, W 9 (g) is supported within distance$ ('g�)

of 9 .

1.2 The Double Bracket Flow

The double bracket flow[3,4] is a differential equation that can be used to diagonalize

a Hamiltonian. Let + be some fixed Hermitian matrix and consider the equation

m�� (�) = [[+, � (�)], � (�)],

with initial conditions � (0) = �, where � ≥ 0 is a real parameter. As � → ∞, � (�)

converges to a fixed point, where it commutes with + . Working in an eigenbasis of +

with eigenvalues of + ordered in non-decreasing order so that + = diag(_1, _2, . . .)

with _1 ≥ _2 ≥ . . ., the only stable fixed points are where the eigenvalues of � (�)

are also ordered in non-decreasing order.
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Defining [(�) = [+, � (�)], then −8[ is Hermitian and the double bracket flow is

m�� (�) = 8 [[(�), � (�)].

So, it is equivalent to Heisenberg evolution of � (�) under the “Hamiltonian" −8[(�)

which itself depends on � (�).

A closely related equation has been studied in physics[12], where it is sometimes

called “Wegner’s flow equation". The difference is that the Wegner’s flow equation

is defined by m�� (�) = [[�0(�), � (�)], � (�)], where �0(�) is the diagonal part

of � (�) in some basis. This flow has also found applications in condensed matter

physics[9].

Unfortunately, even if +, � are both local, the flow generates increasingly com-

plicated terms and in practice some truncation procedure is employed to approximate

the evolution using a simpler local Hamiltonian.

So, it is of interest to see whether some kind of locality result analogous to a Lieb-

Robinson bound might hold for this flow equation, to help control this truncation. We

discuss this in the next two sections.

Remark: the practical application of the double bracket flow is usually to study

the ground state. In this case, in practice truncation procedures are employed which

are (approximately) valid for the ground state. We do not consider such issues at all

here.

1.3 Lieb-Robinson Bounds for the Double Bracket Flow: Local Spin

Systems

In this section, we consider arbitrary local spin systems. We assume that there is some

finite lattice of sites, Λ, with some metric dist(·, ·), and the Hilbert space is a tensor

product of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces associated with each site.

Assume � (0) = � and + both are finite strength and range with bounded local

geometry. This means that � =
∑

- ℎ- where each - is supported on a set of diamter

at most ' for some ' (this is the finite range), where ‖ℎ- ‖ ≤ � for some � (this is the

finite strength) and where for any site 8 ∈ Λ, the number of sites 9 with dist(8, 9 ) ≤ '

is bounded by some constant (this is bounded local geometry).

These conditions are sufficient to prove a Lieb-Robinson bound for Heisenberg

evolution under �. We may then ask: does � (�) obey some locality bound? For any

finite Λ, the evolution equation has a unique solution, but can one prove some bound

on the locality of � (�), uniformly in |Λ|?

We attempt to prove such a bound in the next two subsections, but we are unable

to do so, motivating the following conjecture (this conjecture clearly has several addi-

tional assumptions and does not in any way follow from our results but is motivated

by them):
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Conjecture 1.3.1. There is some translation invariant Hamiltonian � on a 3-dimensional

hypercubic lattice, and some other translationally invariant + , so that, if one consid-

ers these � and + on a sequence of lattices of increasing size, the solution of the

double bracket flow does not converge to a translationally invariant Hamiltonian in

the infinite system size limit for any real � ≠ 0.

Indeed, the solution may fail to converge even if the Hilbert space on each site is

two-dimensional, + is the sum of Pauli / on each site, and � = + + nΔ where Δ is

some translationally invariant Hamiltonian and n is an arbitrarily small real scalar.

Remark: As is known, the double bracket flow is a gradient flow. Consider the

function Tr((� (�) − +)2). Let � (�) = * (�)� (0)* (�)† for unitary * (�). Con-

sider infinitesimal change in * (�): * (�) → * (�) + [* (�) for infinitesimal anti-

Hermitian [. The change in the potential is then−2Tr([[,� (�)]+) =−2Tr([[� (�),+]).

So, for the gradient flow on the manifold of * (�) using a metric1 induced by the

Hilbert-Schmidt inner product is the double bracket flow. So, an interesting open

question is whether some modification of the double bracket flow can be defined

which will have some locality properties. It seems that one could replace the Hilbert-

Schmidt inner product by some other inner product to improve the locality. For exam-

ple, on a system of qudits, an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product

may be obtained by products of nontrivial (generalized) Pauli operators on sets of sites

- . We might change the metric so that it is still diagonal in this basis, but scales with

the diameter of - .

1.3.1 Power Series

One might first try to prove a locality bound for � = $ (1) by the same kind of power

series expansion technique that works for imaginary time Hamiltonian evolution[2].

Unfortunately, this does not seem to work for the double bracket flow as the expansion

seems to have vanishing radius of convergence in the infinite system size limit. Let us

see what happens.

The calculation here is not intended to be a proof; rather, we show that some sub-

set of terms in a power series expansion may diverge for all � ≠ 0, at least under some

worst case assumptions on certain commutators. It is possible that a more refined

power series analysis might be able to prove a nontrivial result though; for example,

perhaps these terms are canceled by other terms or the worst case commutation bound

may not hold. Thus we leave as an interesting open question: does the power series

have a nonzero radius of convergence for some lattices in the infinite size limit, such

as one-dimensional systems?

1Here we mean a metric on * (�) rather than on � (�).
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Let � and + both be a sum of local terms on some quantum lattice system. We

can expand � (�) as a power series in � for a finite lattice system. Let �: (�) denote

the :-th order term in � for � (�) so that �0 (�) = �. We then have

m��:+1(�) =

:
∑

;=0

[[�:−; (�), +], �; (�)].

Let us consider a particular term in the sum, where ; = 0. So we have

�:+1(�) =

∫ �

0

[[�: (�), +], �0(�)]d� + other terms. (1.1)

Suppose each term in �0 and each term in + is supported on some set of diameter

$ (1) and has norm at most �. Then, �: is supported on some set of diameter $ (:)

and for some lattices, the double commutator may be of order �2:2. Let �: (�) be a

bound on the norm of these terms of diameter $ (:) in �: . Precisely, we imagine that

�: is a sum over sites 9 of some term with norm at most �: (�) supported within

diameter $ (:) of 9 .

Then we have

�:+1(�) ≤

∫ �

0

�: (�
′)�2:2 |d�′ |,

ignoring the contribution of these other terms. Replacing the inequality ≤ with an

equality sign, and taking �0(0) = 1, �: (0) = 0 for : > 0, the equation is easy to solve

with

�: (�) =
(�2 |�|):

:!
((: − 1)!)2,

and so
∑

: �: (�) diverges at any � ≠ 0.

1.3.2 Weak Perturbations

Having failed to prove convergence of the power series for any � ≠ 0, let us try some-

thing weaker. Throughout this subsection we consider real, positive �.

Suppose � and+ both have finite strength and range. Further, suppose that � (�) =

+ + nΔ(�) for some small nonzero n and some Δ(�) where Δ(0) which has finite

strength and range. Then, the double bracket flow becomes

m�Δ(�) = [[+,Δ(�)], +] + n [[+,Δ(�)], Δ(�)]. (1.2)

The first term is a linear term, with all eigenvalues nonpositive, while the second is

nonlinear.

If we consider some simple case where, for example, we have a lattice of qubits

and + is a sum of Pauli / operators on each site, then the linear equation of motion
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can be solved readily. Let 0 9 = (- 9 + 8. 9)/2 where - 9 , . 9 are Pauli -, . operators

on site 9 . We can expand Δ(�) of � in a basis of products of single site operators

/, 0, 0†. Given such a product in which 0 appears a total of =+ times and 0† appears

a total of =− times, say that term has “charge @" where @ = =+ − =−. Then, any term

with charge @ is an eigenoperator of Eq. (1.2) with eigenvalue −4@2.

So, one might hope in this example that terms with with large @ will decay rapidly

as � increases, while terms with small @ operators will have a small commutator with

+ . So, one might hope some � (�) will obey some locality properties, uniform in |Λ|.

Unfortunately, this does not seem to hold. Similar to the previous section, the

argument here involves focusing on certain terms in a power series expansion. It

is not intended to be a proof, but it is intended to give some evidence to support

Conjecture 1.3.1.

We solve Eq. (1.2) as a power series in n . Let Δ: (�) denote the term of order n :

for Δ(�). We then have

m�Δ:+1(�) = [[+,Δ:+1(�)], +] + n

:
∑

;=0

[[Δ:−; (�), +],Δ; (�)].

Further, let Δ:,@ denote the terms with given charge @ in Δ: . Then

m�Δ:+1,@ (�) = −4@2
Δ:+1,@ (�) + n

:
∑

;=0

∑

A

[[Δ:−;,@−A (�), +],Δ;,A (�)].

Let us focus on terms with ; = 0 and A = 0, writing

m�Δ:+1,@ (�) = −4@2
Δ:+1,@ (�) + n [[Δ:,@ (�), +],Δ0,0(�)] + other terms. (1.3)

The term Δ0,0(�) is independent of �. Ignoring the other terms in Eq. (1.3), this

gives a linear equation of motion for Δ:+1,@ in terms of Δ:+1,@ and Δ:,@. The term

Δ:,@ (�) is supported on some set of diameter $ (:) and for some lattices, the double

commutator may be of order n :@�2, where � is proportional to the strength of Δ(0).

Let X:,@ (�) be a bound on the norm of these terms in Δ:,@. Thus, in worst case we

might expect a linear equation describing this norm:

m�X:+1,@(�) = −4@2X:+1,@ (�) + n :@�2X:,@ (�).

Equivalently, defining

X̃:+1,@ (�) = exp(4@2�)X:+1,@ (�),

we get

m�X̃:+1,@ (�) = n :@�2X̃:,@ (�).
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This equation is readily solved with X̃:,@ (�) =
(:−1)!
:!

(n@�2):�: , and so the sum over

: has a finite-� singularity at � = 1/n@�2. Hence, X:,@ also has a finite-� singularity

at

�@ ≡ (n@�2)−1,

at least in the approximations of this subsection.

We may take @ large to get a finite-� singularity at arbitrarily small �. Of course,

the reader may object here: assuming Δ has finite range, then Δ0,@ is nonvanishing

only for charge @ = $ (1). However, starting with terms with charge which is $ (1),

then Eq. (1.2) will generate terms with any given @ for any nonzero �, with a strength

proportional to (n�2�)@/@!. So, indeed we still expect a finite-� singularity at the

given �@ , and we may take @ large to get a singularity at arbitrarily small �.

1.4 Free Fermions

One case where we can prove a kind of Lieb-Robinson bound for all � is when � (�)

and + both describe free fermions, with

� (�) =
∑

8, 9

W8ℎ(�)8 9W 9 ,

where ℎ(0) = ℎ, and

+ =

∑

8, 9

W8{8 9W 9 ,

for some anti-symmetric anti-Hermitian matrices ℎ(�), {.

Then,

m�ℎ(�) = 4[[{, ℎ(�)], ℎ(�)].

Suppose that ℎ8 9 = 0 for dist(8, 9 ) > ' and ‖ℎ‖ = � for some ', � and similarly {8 9 = '

for dist(8, 9 ) > 0 and ‖{‖ = �.

Define for any matrix < the quantity ‖<‖A by

‖<‖A ≡ maxk,q,dist(supp(k) ,supp(q))>A 〈k, <q〉,

where k, q are vectors with ℓ2 norm 1 and supp(·) denotes the support of a vector.

Note that ‖ · ‖A is not a norm: while it obeys a triangle inequality, ‖<‖A may be

vanishing even if < is nonvanishing. Rather, ‖<‖A may be thought of as measuring

the strength of < at distance A.

Our main result is there is a light-cone, but the excitations may spread exponen-

tially quickly in �. In particular
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Lemma 1.4.1. For any ℓ > 0, we have

‖ℎ(�)‖ℓ ≤ �
( 84�2�

log2(ℓ) −$ (1)

) log2 (ℓ)−$ (1)

.

So, for log2(ℓ) large compared to 84�2�, the quantity ‖ℎ(�)‖ℓ is exponentially

small in log2(ℓ).

Proof. For any k,<, A, we have <k = k1 +k2 where k1 is supported within distance A

of supp(k) with |k1 | ≤ ‖<‖ · |k | and where |k2 | ≤ ‖<‖A · |k |. So, we have in general

‖<1<2‖A1+A2
≤ ‖<1‖A1

· ‖<2‖ + ‖<1‖ · ‖<2‖A2
. (1.4)

We have ‖ℎ(�)‖ = ‖ℎ‖ = � for all � since the flow equation describes a unitary

evolution. Hence, ‖ℎ(�)‖A ≤ � for all �, A.

We have, for small d� > 0:

〈k, ℎ(� + d�)q〉 = 〈k, ℎ(�)q〉 + 4〈k, [[{, ℎ(�)], ℎ(�)]q〉d� + O(d�2). (1.5)

Let |k | = |q| = 1. Suppose dist(supp(k), supp(q)) = 2ℓ + ' for some ℓ. The term

〈k, [[{, ℎ(�)], ℎ(�)]q〉 is a sum of four terms, given by the different ways of expand-

ing the commutator. Consider a typical term such as 〈k, {ℎ(�)ℎ(�)q〉. Applying

Eq. (1.4) and using ‖{‖' = 0, we have

‖{ℎ(�)‖ℓ+' ≤ �‖ℎ(�)‖ℓ

and

‖{ℎ(�)ℎ(�)‖2ℓ+' ≤ ‖{ℎ(�)‖ℓ+' · ‖ℎ(�)‖ + ‖{ℎ(�)‖ · ‖ℎ(�)‖ℓ (1.6)

≤ 2�2‖ℎ(�)‖ℓ .

Summing over the four terms, we find

|〈k, [[{, ℎ(�)], ℎ(�)]q〉| ≤ 8�2‖ℎ(�)‖ℓ , (1.7)

so

‖ℎ(� + d�)‖2ℓ+' ≤ ‖ℎ(�)‖2ℓ+' + 8�2‖ℎ(�)‖ℓd� +$ (d�2). (1.8)

Define a sequence of scales ': for : = 0, 1, 2, . . . by

'0 = ' (1.9)

':+1 = 2': + ',

and taking a limit as d� → 0+, we have

‖ℎ(�)‖':+1
≤

∫ �

0

8�2‖ℎ(�)‖' (:) , (1.10)
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with also

‖ℎ(�)‖':
≤ �

for all : .

Replacing the inequality in Eq. (1.10) with an equality, the result is easily solved

since it is linear in the quantities ‖ℎ(�)‖' (8) and we find

‖ℎ(�)‖':
≤ �

(8�2�):

:!
(1.11)

≤ �
(84�2�

:

):

,

where we used Stirling’s approximation. Hence, for : ≫ 84�2� for some 2 > 0, it is

exponentially small.

We claim that

': ≤ (2:+1 − 1)'.

This follows inductively from '0 ≤ (21 − 1) · ' and ':+1 = 2': + ' ≤ (2:+2 − 2)' +

' = (2:+2 − 1)'. Hence, given any ℓ, we may choose : = log2(ℓ) −$ (1) with ': ≤ ℓ.

So, from Eq. (1.11),

‖ℎ(�)‖ℓ ≤ �
( 84�2�

log2(ℓ) −$ (1)

) log2 (ℓ)−$ (1)

.

We expect that the bounds of this lemma can be tightened significantly for ℓ large

compared to this “exponential light-cone". However, the exponential spreading of

Lemma 1.4.1 is the best possible in general. As a model system, consider the family

of Hamiltonians ℎC in one-dimension, depending on a parameter C, with sites indexed

by an integer : , with matrix elements

(ℎC )2:,2:+1 = (ℎC )2:+1,2: = 1 + C, (1.12)

(ℎC )2:+1,2:+2 = (ℎC )2:+2,2:+1 = 1 − C,

with all other matrix elements vanishing.

Introduce a basis of Fourier modes
∑

: exp(8\) |:〉 for \ periodic mod 2c. Then,

in this basis, ℎC is a block two-by-two matrix for each pair \, \ + c:

(

2 cos(\) C

C −2 cos(\)

)

= CfG + 2 cos(\)fI ,

where fG , fI are Pauli sigma matrices.

Let us pick some given C, and let ℎ = ℎC and { = ℎ−C . Each such two-by-two

matrix can be evolved independently under the double bracket flow. Writing ℎC (�) =
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0(�)fG + 1(�)fI in a given block for given \, the differential equation in a two-by-

two block for 0(�), 1(�) may be computed explicitly. This evolution has two fixed

points: when ℎC (�) = { or when ℎC = −{. The first fixed point is stable while the sec-

ond is unstable. Any perturbation of the unstable fixed point grows exponentially in

�.

However, for \ near ±c/2, we have cos(\) ≈ 0, and so we are near the unstable

fixed point. Indeed, at large �, for | log(cos(\) |) large compared to 1/�, then ℎC (�)

evolves to { in the given block, while for log(| cos(\) |) small compared to 1/�, then

ℎC (�) is close to −{.

So, ℎC (�) changes very rapidly as a function of \ for log(| cos(\) |) of order 1/�.

This corresponds to an exponential growth in � of the appropriate length scale in

ℎC (�) after Fourier transforming back to the lattice.
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